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Nomenclature

First, we will introduce some terminology and notation used throughout the paper.

î 〈x, y, z〉 = 〈1, 0, 0〉 (in R3)
The unit vector in the positive x direction

ĵ 〈x, y, z〉 = 〈0, 1, 0〉
The unit vector in the positive y direction

k̂ 〈x, y, z〉 = 〈0, 0, 1〉
The unit vector in the positive z direction

~u ·~v u1v1 + u2v2 + · · ·+ unvn
The dot product of vectors ~u and ~v

~u×~v det
(

î + ĵ + k̂,~u,~v
)

The cross product of the vectors ~u and ~v

θ and φ Any Planar Angle
Ω and Φ Any Solid Angle

~P The vector
−→
OP

4ABC The triangle with vertices A, B and C

ABCD The tetrahedron with vertices A, B, C, D

[ABC] The area of 4ABC

∠AB The dihedral angle at the edge AB

ti The ith minor 3D trigonometric function
Ti The ith major 3D trigonometric function
τ Any 3D trigonometric function in general
Br τ(Ω) The branch of the function τ
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Authors’ Note

This is a concise version of the report on all
of the authors’ research findings throughout the
project. Many results, their proofs, and their dis-
cussions have been omitted completely or other-
wise shortened. Algebraic detail for all proofs in
this paper will be omitted for the sake of brevity
and left as exercises for the reader, but the idea
will be presented. Sections which are less im-
portant towards the whole project are especially
shortened, such as the Introduction section,
and so motivation for the project may seem less
developed and the rigorous foundation may be
compromised in favour of more intuitive discus-
sions.
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I. Introduction

Solid angles are a formal measurement of the
separation between three planes intersect-

ing at one point. It is often seen as the three-
dimensional (3D) analogue of the usual planar
angle in two-dimensional (2D) space. It is mea-
sured in steradians, which span throughout the
range [0, 4π).

Perhaps the greatest application of planar an-
gles is in the field of Trigonometry. In Trigonom-
etry, the 2D trigonometric functions—mainly
sine, cosine, tangent, their multiplicative and
functional inverses—relate planar angles to ra-
tios of side lengths of triangles. These func-
tions, since they were defined in Ancient India
in the 4th century CE [Boyer, 1991], have become
widely applicable in almost every field of pure
and applied mathematics, to the extent that with-
out the existence of these functions, many fields
of mathematics could not progress..

It is therefore surprising that, despite the
overwhelming utility of trigonometry, no three-
dimensional generalisation of it involving three-
dimensional ‘trigonometric’ functions exist. This
paper will propose such generalisations and in-
vestigate basic functional properties of these
functions, as well as discussions on their utility
in other fields of pure and applied mathemat-
ics. We will call these generalised functions the
hedronometric functions. We will now present
rigorous definitions of these hedronometric func-
tions.

Formally, we will be investigating the tetrahe-
dron OVAB in R3 where point O is the origin,
point V(x, y, z) is the variable vertex, and points
A(x, 0, 0) and B(0, y, 0) are the two last vertices of
the tetrahedron. In trigonometry, the product of
the length of the longest side and the trigonomet-
ric functions give the lengths of the other sides.
Similarly, we want to achieve this effect.

Definition 1 (Minor Hedronometric Functions).
For any vector ~v〈x, y, z〉, define three functions

t1 =
x
v

t2 =
y
v

t3 =
z
v

,

where v = OV is the length of the longest side.

These functions achieve the desired effect. We
want to also define three functions to represent
ratios of side areas.

Definition 2 (Major Hedronometric Functions).
For any tetrahedron OVAB, define

T1 =
[OVA]

[VAB]
T2 =

[OVB]
[VAB]

T3 =
[OAB]
[VAB

.
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Since we defined the 3D generalisation of the
trigonometric functions, of course we would
need a 3D analogue of the angle. For this, we
utilise the solid angle. The hedronometric func-
tions are then functions of the solid angle Ω. Be-
cause the newly defined functions are not single-
valued as formal functions should be, we will
introduce the notation θτ(Ω) to dictate a rela-
tionship between the x and y coordinates of the
vector ~v which τ describes. In particular,

y = x tan θ.

We call the angle θ the branch of the hedrono-
metric function τ. Now, every function θτ(Ω) is
single-valued. We will investigate all branches
of the functions in general, but if some problems
are too difficult to discuss in the general case, we
will reduce the investigation to only include the
family of hedronometric functions with branch
θ = 0. We call this branch the primitive branch,
where properties are trivial due to it being re-
duced to the two-dimensional case.

Research Questions

The project has investigated a total of four re-
search questions.

1. What are the analytic relations between the
hedronometric functions?

2. What is a numerical method of computing
values the hedronometric functions?

3. What are the graphs of the hedronometric
functions?

4. What is an application of the hedronometric
functions in Astrophysics?

The first question aims to establish fundamental
theoretical facts about the hedronometric func-
tions, which will be instrumental in later inves-
tigations. Then, the second question will estab-
lish the means to numerically compute the value
of any hedronometric function given any branch
and any solid angle. The third question will pro-
vide a method to visualise the functions, and
lastly the fourth question will allow us to see a
practical application of the theoretical constructs
built throughout this paper.

II. Results

i. Analytic Relations

We will come to demonstrate several important
facts about the hedronometric functions, each

providing insight into the nature of the functions
and how they relate to each other. First, we con-
sider the functions on their own and discuss two
important properties—their domains and conti-
nuity.

The domain of a function is the set of all val-
ues for which it is defined. The minor hedrono-
metric functions are always defined for all real
numbers, as regardless of the choice of the solid
angle Ω, we can always find a vector ~v of any
given branch such that it makes a solid angle Ω
with the xy-plane. This vector then corresponds
to one tetrahedron, which gives the values of the
minor functions.

Usually, all the major functions are also al-
ways defined as the exact same reasoning holds.
The unique exception is when the denominator,
[VAB], is equal to 0. Clearly, this occurs precisely
when the solid angle Ω is 0, regardless of the
value of θ. Thus, the major functions are defined
everywhere except Ω = 0.

Now that we have this fundamental fact estab-
lished, we may investigate some more interesting
results.

One of the most fundamental results of
trigonometry is the identity sin2 x + cos2 x ≡ 1
(this is called the Pythagorean identity). This re-
sult can be derived from the Pythagorean iden-
tity a2 + b2 = c2, where a and b are the lengths
of shorter sides of any right-angle triangle, and c
is the length of the longest side. There is a corre-
sponding version of this, which we will call the
Sum-of-Squares Identity.

Theorem (Sum-of-Squares Identity). For any
given branch θ and solid angle Ω, the identity

θt
2
1(Ω) + θt

2
2(Ω) + θt

2
3(Ω) ≡ 1.

is always true.

The proof of this identity is rather simple: just
substitute the definitions of the functions, then
utilise the formula for the magnitude of a vector
in 3 dimensions. This identity provides a natural
generalisation of the trigonometric Pythagorean
identity.

This correlation is even more obvious if one
considers the fact that θt1(0) ≡ cos θ, θt2(0) ≡
sin θ and θt3(0) ≡ 0. Hence in the special case
that Ω = 0, the Sum-of-Squares Identity easily
reduces to the trigonometric Pythagorean Iden-
tity.

Some other identities using the same idea also
arise easily by definition. Some of these are pre-
sented in Appendix A, but they are generally not
as important as the Sum-of-Squares Identity.
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At this point, it becomes rather difficult to
find more analogues of the trigonometric identi-
ties regarding the hedronometric functions. The
hedronometric angle addition identity, for exam-
ple, is difficult to find as it is near-impossible to
describe the change in the solid angle Ω in rela-
tion to the change in the vector ~v.

An important observation to allow us to dis-
cover more relations is the dependence of the
solid angle Ω to the two geodesics from V to
(1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0). If we have a vector ~v0 with
a corresponding solid angle Ω0, and a vector ~v
so that V lies on the geodesic through V0 and
(1, 0, 0), we can say that ~v satisfies

cy = bz

as this is the plane which the geodesic lies on.
The importance of this result lies in the fact that
it allows for relations between functions of dif-
ferent branches to be discovered. If we have a
branch of functions with well-known properties,
we can now find information about all branches
of functions. It is easy to show that

0t1(Ω) = π/2t2(Ω) = cos Ω

and 0t3(Ω) = π/2t3(Ω) = sin Ω.

With these facts as a reference point, in combina-
tion with the method we have found above, we
can arrive at an important fact.

Theorem. Let ~v lie on
>
B′V0 where B′ = (0, 1, 0) and

y0 = 0. The first minor function1 may be evaluated
as

θt1(Ω) =

√
1

sec2 θ + tan2 Ω0
.

It is a trivial corollary of this theorem that

θt2(Ω) =

√
1

csc2 θ + cot2 θ tan2 Ω0

and

θt3(Ω) =

√
1

sec2 θ cot2 Ω0 + 1
.

These results are crucial in considering the
relations between the hedronometric functions,
as it is written in only trigonometric functions,
whose properties are well known. For exam-
ple, with this, we can easily show that the minor
functions are continuous almost everywhere on
R. With any value of Ω and θ, it is easy to evalu-
ate the minor functions, since it is possible to use
a computer to find the value of Ω0 numerically.

1The complementary results for the second and third mi-
nor functions may be found in Appendix A.

There is also an important fact which concerns
the major functions. In 1803, the French Lazare
Carnot discovered the hedronometric Law of
Cosines, which states that for any tetrahedron
with faces W, X, Y and Z opposite to vertices
D, A, B and C respectively, the identity

W2 ≡X2 + Y2 + Z2 − 2XY cos(∠DC)

− 2YZ cos(∠DA)− 2XZ cos(∠DB),

where ∠DC is the dihedral angle at the edge DC
(and so on), always holds. If we let D be the ori-
gin, C be (x, 0, 0), A be (0, y, 0) and B be (x, y, z),
we return to the family of tetrahedra we are in-
terested in.

Dividing both sides of the hedronometric Law
of Cosines by W2, we can easily rewrite the state-
ment as

1 ≡T 2
1 + T 2

2 + T 2
3 − 2T1T2 cos(∠DC)

− 2T2T3 cos(∠DA)− 2T1T3 cos(∠DB).

By vector methods, it is easy to see that
cos(∠DA) = 1√

1+z2/x2 and so on. It is also pos-
sible to demonstrate that this is the x-coordinate
of the intersection between the positive x-plane
and the geodesic passing through (0, 1, 0) and V.
Let us call the solid angle which is associated
with this point of intersection Ω0, and let that
associated with the point of intersection between
the positive y-plane and the geodesic through
(1, 0, 0) and V be Φ0.

Direct computation shows that cos Ω0 =
1√

1−z2/x2 and cos Φ0 = 1√
1−z2/y2

, and thus we

can rewrite the Law of Cosines with the trigono-
metric and hedronometric functions.

Theorem (Functional Law of Cosines). For any
tetrahedron OVAB, we have the identity

1 ≡T 2
1 + T 2

2 + T 2
3 − 2T1T2 cos Φ0

− 2T2T3 cos Ω0 − 2T1T3 cos Φ0 cos Ω0.

Notice that comparing terms with the original
statement shows that ∠DA = Ω0 and ∠DC =
Φ0. In addition, cos∠DB = cos∠DA · cos∠DC.
These are surprising results which have become
easy corollaries of the functional restatement of
the Law of Cosines.

ii. Numerical Values

Our goal in this research question is to evalu-
ate any hedronometric function given the branch
and solid angle. To evaluate some numerical val-
ues of the hedronometric functions, the most ob-
vious approach will be to approximate it with a
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computer program. We will be using the Python
programming language.

Due to L’Huilier, we know an extremely im-
portant formula for calculating any solid an-
gle given the vertex V. L’Huilier’s formula
[Zwillinger, 1995] states that

Given any spherical triangle on a sphere
with vertices A, B and C, the spherical ex-
cess angle E = ∠A + ∠B + ∠C − π can be
given by

4 tan−1

√
tan

s
2

tan
s− a

2
tan

s− b
2

tan
s− c

2

where a, b and c are the angles at the origin
between ~B and ~C, ~A and ~C, and ~A and ~B

respectively, and where s =
a + b + c

2
.

In combination with the fact that on any
sphere of radius R, a spherical triangle’s area is
ER2, we know that the expression in L’Huilier’s
formula also gives the area of the spherical trian-
gle we want. In fact, this is an expression for the
solid angle.

Finding the Solid Angle

It is easy to know that cos a = x, cos b = y and

cos c = 0, and thus s = cos−1 x+cos−1 y+π/2
2 . We

now have all the values needed in the formula
above to calculate the solid angle. Obviously, the
formula is extremely complicated2 and nearly
impossible to calculate by hand, but it may be
approximated numerically by a computer. Thus,
given any vector ~v, this allows us to find the
value of the solid angle Ω.

To determine the solid angle given any vector,
we may use the following three-step approach.
Here, we use (x,y,z) to represent the coordi-
nates of the variable vertex, k to represent the
solid angle, and b to represent the branch. (We
will assume that the math module has been im-
ported.)

Before substituting into the formula, we want
to create a function to ‘initialise’ the coordinates.
That is, to ensure that our coordinates do indeed
describe a vector lying on the unit sphere, such
that the input does not necessarily need to satisfy
x2 + y2 + z2 = 1, but only be in the right ratio.

2For the full formula, see Appendix B. We will call this
formula Ω(x, y).

def init(x,y,z):
f = math.sqrt(x*x+y*y+z*z)
x = x/f
y = y/f
z = z/f
return (x,y,z)

This code takes the user input of x, y and z
and divides each by the magnitude of the vector
~v, given by

√
x2 + y2 + z2. This provides the co-

ordinates of ~v0, the unit vector in the direction of
~v. Now, we have no more use of the value z (we
need just two pieces of information), and so we
will focus on the variables x and y.

Finally, we will evaluate the solid angle.

def solidangle(x,y,z):
(x,y,z) = init(x,y,z)
a = math.acos(x)
b = math.acos(y)
c = math.acos(0)
s = (a+b+c)/2
def tann(n):

return math.tan(n/2)
return 4*math.atan(math.sqrt(tann(s)*tann(s-a)* c

tann(s-b)*tann(s-c)))↪→

This code first defines the values a, b and c,
which are angles in the formula for the solid an-
gle which we have found. It then substitutes
these values into the formula to give the desired
result (the tann function is only defined to sim-
plify notation).

Now, we can add all these pieces into the full
program, which prints the solid angle associated
with any variable vertex.

Full Program

import math

x = float(input('Enter x-coordinate: '))
y = float(input('Enter y-coordinate: '))
z = float(input('Enter z-coordinate: '))

def init(x,y,z):
f = math.sqrt(x*x+y*y+z*z)
x = x/f
y = y/f
z = z/f
return (x,y,z)

def solidangle(x,y,z):
(x,y,z) = init(x,y,z)
a = math.acos(x)
b = math.acos(y)
c = math.acos(0)
s = (a+b+c)/2
def tann(n):

return math.tan(n/2)
return 4*math.atan(math.sqrt(tann(s)*tann(s-a)* c

tann(s-b)*tann(s-c)))↪→

print(solidangle(x,y,z))
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Finding the Vector

For any given vector, we have developed a pro-
gram to find the associated solid angle. Now,
we want the program to work the other way
round—given any solid angle and branch, we
want a program to find the associated vec-
tor. Though it is extremely tedious and per-
haps impossible to analytically find the inverse
to Ω(x, y), it is comparatively easy to approxi-
mate it with a program.

The easiest way to do so would be to run
through all possible values of x between 0 and
cos θ (if x > cos θ, it must lie outside the circle).
Of course, we cannot test all possible real num-
bers in this range, but we can test all of them to
an increment of 0.00001 to obtain a reasonable
approximation to three decimal points. For each
possible x, we can generate the corresponding y

and z values, making a tuple (x,y,z) for which
we may evaluate the solid angle. Now, we can
just pick the tuple which generates the closest
solid angle to the desired value, which will be
our approximation to three decimal points.

We need to first define a function which re-
turns the minimum item in any list.

def minitem(list):
min = list[0]
for n in list:

if n < min:
min = n

return min

Now, we will define the main function, which
provides the vector corresponding to any given
solid angle (k) and branch (b).

def vec(k,b):
xrandlist = [n*math.cos(b)/1000000 for n in

range(1000000)]↪→
yrandlist = [n*math.tan(b) for n in xrandlist]
zrandlist = [math.sqrt(1-(x/math.cos(b))**2) for x

in xrandlist]↪→
resultslist = []
for i in range(1000000):

(x,y,z)=(xrandlist[i],yrandlist[i],zrandlist[i])
resultslist.append(abs(solidangle(x,y,z)-k))

ri = resultslist.index(minitem(resultslist))
(x,y,z) =

(xrandlist[ri],yrandlist[ri],zrandlist[ri])↪→
return (x,y,z)

Now, we can define the other interesting prop-
erties relating to the vector associated with the
given solid angle. These will be the hedrono-
metric functions of the solid angle Ω. Note that
the minor functions are just the coordinates of
the vector, so we need not define new functions
to represent them. The algebraic definitions are
easy to see as equivalent to Definition 2 by vector

methods.

def den(x,y,z):
return math.sqrt((xy)**2 + (yz)**2 + (xy)**2)

def T1(x,y,z):
return (x*math.sqrt(1-x*x))/den(x,y,z)

def T2(x,y,z):
return (y*math.sqrt(1-y*y))/den(x,y,z)

def T3(x,y,z):
return x*y/den(x,y)

Now, we can compile this code into a full pro-
gram, which prints the values of all six hedrono-
metric functions once given the branch and solid
angle.

Full Program

import math

k = float(input('Enter solid angle: '))
b = float(input('Enter branch: '))

def solidangle(x,y,z):
(x,y,z) = init(x,y,z)
a = math.acos(x)
b = math.acos(y)
c = math.acos(0)
s = (a+b+c)/2
def tann(n):

return math.tan(n/2)
return 4*math.atan(math.sqrt(tann(s)*tann(s-a)* c

tann(s-b)*tann(s-c)))↪→

def vec(k,b):
xrandlist = [n*math.cos(b)/1000000 for n in

range(1000000)]↪→
yrandlist = [n*math.tan(b) for n in xrandlist]
zrandlist = [math.sqrt(1-(x/math.cos(b))**2) for x

in xrandlist]↪→
resultslist = []
for i in range(1000000):

(x,y,z)=(xrandlist[i],yrandlist[i],zrandlist[i])
resultslist.append(abs(solidangle(x,y,z)-k))

ri = resultslist.index(minitem(resultslist))
(x,y,z) =

(xrandlist[ri],yrandlist[ri],zrandlist[ri])↪→
return (x,y,z)

def den(x,y,z):
return math.sqrt((xy)**2 + (yz)**2 + (xy)**2)

def T1(x,y,z):
return (x*math.sqrt(1-x*x))/den(x,y,z)

def T2(x,y,z):
return (y*math.sqrt(1-y*y))/den(x,y,z)

def T3(x,y,z):
return x*y/den(x,y)

v = vec(k,b)
print(v[0], v[1], v[2], T1(v), T2(v), T3(v))

It is easy to modify this program slightly to yield
Ω0 and Φ0 given Ω and θ in the formula of the
functional law of cosines, which provides a rela-
tion between the major functions. One only has
to find the two vectors which each lie on one of
the same geodesics as ~v, and substitute their co-
ordinates into the solidangle(x,y,z) function.
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iii. Graphs

With the code we have just developed in the
last section, we can easily evaluate many values
of the trigonometric functions and plot a graph
with them. We will still be using the Python pro-
gramming language, and using a library to do
the plotting.

import matplotlib.pyplot as pyplot

To create a function which plots the first minor
function, we can use the following code.

def kplott1(b):
xlist=[]
ylist=[]
for i in range(100):

k = i*math.pi/200
xlist.append(k)
ylist.append(vec(k,b)[0])

pyplot.plot(xlist,ylist)

Note that this function only executes a com-
mand, so it does not have a return statement.
Executing this function gives us a plot of the
first minor function given any branch. The exact
same method can be applied to give plots of the
other hedronometric functions. We will be for-
saking precision in exchange for speed, since the
exactness of the values are irrelevant compared
to the general trends which we are interested in.

In the following graphs, blue represents the
first (minor or major) function. Orange repre-
sents the second function, while green represents
the third function. The plots of the minor func-
tions are on the left, and the plots of the major
functions are on the right.

In order: θ = 0◦, 30◦, 45◦.

Full Modified Program

import matplotlib.pyplot as pyplot

[program for functions from previous section, with the
output of vec(k,b) being x,y,z instead of
(x,y,z).]

↪→
↪→

def kplott1(b):
xlist=[]
ylist=[]
for i in range(100):

k = i*math.pi/200
xlist.append(k)
ylist.append(vec(k,b)[0])

pyplot.plot(xlist,ylist)

def kplott2(b):
xlist=[]
ylist=[]
for i in range(100):

k = i*math.pi/200
xlist.append(k)
ylist.append(vec(k,b)[1])

pyplot.plot(xlist,ylist)

def kplott3(b):
xlist=[]
ylist=[]
for i in range(100):

k = i*math.pi/200
xlist.append(k)
ylist.append(vec(k,b)[2])

pyplot.plot(xlist,ylist)

def kplotT1(b):
xlist=[]
ylist=[]
for i in range(100):

k = i*math.pi/200
xlist.append(k)
ylist.append(T1(vec(k,b)))

pyplot.plot(xlist,ylist)

def kplotT2(b):
xlist=[]
ylist=[]
for i in range(100):

k = i*math.pi/200
xlist.append(k)
ylist.append(T2(vec(k,b)))

pyplot.plot(xlist,ylist)

def kplotT3(b):
xlist=[]
ylist=[]
for i in range(100):

k = i*math.pi/200
xlist.append(k)
ylist.append(T3(vec(k,b)))

pyplot.plot(xlist,ylist)

b = float(input('Enter branch: '))

# Minor Functions
kplott1(b)
kplott2(b)
kplott3(b)
pyplot.show()

# Major Functions
kplotT1(b)
kplotT2(b)
kplotT3(b)
pyplot.show()
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Now, we can successfully plot any hedrono-
metric function of any branch. Note that due to
Theorem 4 (see Appendix A), the plots of θ = 30◦

and 60◦, as well as 0◦ and 90◦ are identical for
both minor and major functions, only with “the
colours switched over". When θ = 45◦, we know
that t1 = t2 and T1 = T2, so their graphs over-
lap, which is the reason why only two graphs
are displayed when there really are three.

Importantly, observe that the first and second
minor functions are always constant multiples of
the graph of cos Ω. This is not at all obvious from
any form of analytic investigation. Peculiarly, no
matter the value of θ, the third minor function
is always identically equal for all values of Ω.
This means that, moving V along any plane par-
allel to the xy-plane on the unit sphere, the area
of the spherical triangle with vertices V, (1, 0, 0)
and (0, 1, 0) is always constant.

The major functions are also constant mul-
tiples of each other when varying the branch,
though the authors have not been able to find
a formula for these. The three functions appear
to be usually concurrent at the point (0, 1), ex-
cept when θ = 0◦, in which case the third major
function does not pass through (0, 1).

iv. Practical Application

An astronomical practical application of all the
theory discussed in this report so far is in the in-
vestigation of fusion reactions in stars. All stars
undergo a dramatic nuclear fusion reaction, oc-
curring usually in its core. The most common
types of fusion reactions include the fusion of
hydrogen into helium, and that of helium into
beryllium and carbon.

The most common method in which this re-
action occurs is the proton-proton chain, where
hydrogen is fused into helium in a chain of reac-
tions, producing the net result:

6 1H −−→ 4He + 2 1H + 26.72 MeV

where MeV denotes mega electronvolts, a unit of
energy approximately equal to 1.6× 10−13 joules.
Every such reaction produces 26.72 MeV of en-
ergy, among which 2% is carried away into space
by neutrinos, and the rest is converted to ei-
ther kinetic energy or radiative energy in gamma
rays.

It is the gamma rays which we are interested
in. In order to reach the emptiness of space, each
ray has to pass through the internal diameter of
the star. Every time it collides with a particle, it
changes direction in an erratic manner, causing

Figure 1: The proton-proton chain: six 1H atoms fuse
to produce one 4He atom and two excess 1H
atoms. Orange particles are protons, blue par-
ticles are neutrons, β+ represent positrons, ν

represent neutrinos and γ indicates photons.
[Inglis, 2015]

it to participate in a random walk3 until it reaches
the surface. This process can take up to a million
years [Odenwald, n.d.].

It is currently extremely difficult to model a
random walk for fairly obvious reasons. The es-
timates for the duration of the process, for exam-
ple, vary by up to 5 orders of magnitude. The
physical theory for this is not yet fully devel-
oped. However, our newly developed concept of
the hedronometric functions might provide cru-
cial insight into this aspect, in acting as a bridge
between the coordinates of any particle and its
associated solid angle. The reason this would be
useful is that a solid angle holds a special signif-
icance in astrophysics—it is related to the radia-
tive flux (the ‘amount of light’) passing through
the surface of any sphere like a star.

III. Conclusion

In conclusion, this report has defined the six
hedronometric functions as effective generalisa-
tions of the two-dimensional trigonometric func-
tions. In relation to these hedronometric func-
tions, we have proven several important but
surprising identities, and developed a numeri-
cal method to approximating their values. Us-
ing this knowledge, we have successfully con-

3A random walk is a path of motion which is entirely
random and unpredictable. It is a mathematical object of-
ten studied in relation to the theory of Markov chains, and
especially probability theory.
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structed their graphs. Finally, we have seen how
all these knowledge can come together to con-
tribute to the solution of an astronomical prob-
lem.

Further Extensions

It has also left some important questions unan-
swered:

1. What are the hedronometric analogues of
the trigonometric angle-addition identities,
product-to-sum and sum-to-product formu-
las, and the R-formula?

2. How can a vector triple-product, similar to
the dot product, involving the hedronomet-
ric functions be defined?

3. What are the derivatives of the hedronomet-
ric functions?

4. What are the exact values of some of the
hedronometric functions?

5. Does there exist explicit formulas for the
hedronometric functions?

6. What does the plot of the hedronometric
functions against their branches look like?

7. How can Hedronometry be further applied
in other fields of mathematics?

These are questions which are pivotal in the de-
velopment of this field, and crucial further exten-
sions to this project.

1 Appendices

Appendices
A. Analytic Relations: Proofs

Here we present the proofs of several facts pre-
viously used without proof, as well as some ad-
ditional basic results not previously presented.

Theorem 1. In the case that the solid angle Ω = 0,

θt1(0) ≡ cos θ θt2(0) ≡ sin θ θt3(0) ≡ 0.

Proof. Write the vector~v = 〈x, x tan θ, 0〉 and then
consider the definitions of both the LHS and the
RHS. The full proof is left to the reader.

Remark. Using this and substituting into the
Sum-of-Squares Identity will give the realisa-
tion that the Sum-of-Squares Identity is in-
deed a generalised version of the trigonometric
Pythagorean Identity, when Ω = 0.

Theorem 2. For any branch θ and solid angle Ω, we
have the relations

θt
2
1(Ω) sec2 θ + θt

2
3(Ω) = 1, and

θt
2
2(Ω) csc2 θ + θt

2
3(Ω) = 1.

Proof. Substituting the definition of branches,
t2 = t1 tan θ, into the Sum-of-Squares Identity
gives the conclusion easily.

Theorem 3. For any branch θ,

θt
2
1

cos2 θ
+ θt

2
2

sin2 θ
= θt

2
1 + θt

2
2.

Proof. Sum both equations of Theorem 2 and
write 2 = 2(t21 + t22 + t23) (due to the Sum-of-
Squares Identity). Simplify the equation to yield
the desired result.

Theorem 4 (Complementary branches). For any
branch θ and given solid angle Ω, we have

θt1(Ω) = θct2(Ω) and θT1(Ω) = θcT2(Ω),

where θc is the complement of angle θ.

Proof. Simply reflect the geometric interpreta-
tions of the LHS along the plane x = y to obtain
the RHS.
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B. Formula for the Solid Angle

In Section II.ii, we investigated the formula for
the solid angle, and used L’Huilier’s formula to
deduce that, for any vector ~V, the corresponding
solid angle is given by

4 tan−1

√
tan

s
2

tan
s− a

2
tan

s− b
2

tan
s− c

2
,

where a = cos−1 x, b = cos−1 y, c = π/2 and
s = a+b+c

2 . We can write the formula down in
full. Let V = (x, y, z). Direct substitution yields

Ω = 4 tan−1

√√√√√√√√
tan

(
cos−1 x + cos−1 y

2
+

π

4

)
tan

(
cos−1 x

2
+

π

4

)
tan

(
cos−1 x + cos−1 y

2

)
tan

(
cos−1 y

2
+

π

4

)
,

which is the full formula we desire.
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